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quantum information theory, real-time quantum error correction (RT-QEC) is a type of quantum
error correction that can be used to achieve fault-tolerant quantum computation by correcting errors
in a real-time fashion. RT-QEC achieves this by transforming quantum circuits to allow time for
computation to be completed in error-free "time slices." Description RT-QEC was first proposed in
2006, and used in theoretical proposals for efficient real-time error correction. In 2011, RT-QEC was
successfully demonstrated by researchers at the University of Bristol, who performed repeated
entanglement-based operations while actively correcting the errors that arose. After the initial
demonstration, RT-QEC was simulated in a software simulator, called QECToolbox, which ran up to
3,000 independent operations. This demonstration, as well as future experiments, are predicted to
be greatly affected by the presence of decoherence during the operations. References
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Build QT: Installing Mac OSX I have just started looking at C++ development on Mac and stumbled
upon Qt: How does one install it on a Mac? The only way I can get it to compile from terminal is by
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